
Silk Top Wig-Simulated scalp



     Elastic Net
Different thicknesses of 

materials are used in 
different seasons, with 

functions of strong, 
breathability, comfort.

 Combs & Clips
The detachable clip mainly 
plays a fixed role and can 
be replaced by users 
according to their own 
needs.

Adjustable Strap
Adjust the hook to 
suitable 1/2/3/4 position 
as per head size.

   Silk Top 4X4”
Very high verisimilitude & 

Air permeability
Hand-tied lace part, 

hairline and scalp trace 
free style connection.

Silk Top Wig Base



                           STYLE-Virgin
                               Length:  Small layer A26"
                          Color:  Unprocessed virgin     
                         hair natural color 
                      Size: Medium (53-55cm)      
                   Density: Medium (120-130%)
                  Wave:  Straight
               Remarks:  Adopt the carefully    
             selected virgin hair from little 
          girl, keep intact cuticle, soft and 
       smooth, no-dry hair, can re-style
     re-colored, can use long time
   (more than 5 years)
 Delivery time:3-7 days



        Length:  Small layer A18"
      Color: Faded color BB4 with highlight
     Size: Medium (53-55cm)      
   Density: Medium (120-130%)
  Wave:  Permanent wave with curling 
packing
Remarks:  Adopting fading technology to 
process the color, this treatment is the least    
   harmful to the hair, and can continue to
    fade into a lighter color on this basis
     Delivery time: 3-7 days

STYLE-Natura



                
 Length:  Big layer C14"
 Color: Virgin hair 4# with highlight
 Size: Medium (53-55cm)      
 Density: Medium (120-130%)
 Wave:  One-time wave
 Remarks: Adopt the carefully selected 
  virgin hair from little girl, soft and smooth,
  no-dryhair, can re-styled, re-colored
 Delivery time: 3-7 days

STYLE-Hilight



STYLE-Multico. 
Length:  Small layer A20"        Color:  Dark root with HT 8-10-14#
 Size: Medium (53-55cm)        Density: Medium (120-130%)
 Wave:  One time wave            Delivery time: 30-45 days
 Remarks: Using the best raw materials, after the fade-dye treatment, the 
hair texture will be repaired, ensure the permanent color on the basis of 
minimizing the damage to the hair, Requires regular maintenance.



 Length:  Small layer A14"
 Color: BB5#
 Size: Medium (53-55cm)      
 Density: Medium (120-130%)
 Wave:  Permanent wave with 
curling packing
 Delivery time: 3-7 days
 Remarks: Adopt the carefully 
selected virgin hair from little girl, 
soft and smooth, no-dry hair, can 
re-styled, re-colored

STYLE-VIVI


